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ABSTRACT: Bioremediation of polluted soils via bioslurry reactors is an
interesting option among those available nowadays, especially when recalcitrant
pollutants are present. Vortexing unbaffled stirred tanks may be a valuable choice
to this purpose as they were recently found to be more efficient than baffled
vessels for solid suspension processes where mixing time is not a controlling
factor. When operated at sufficiently high agitation speeds, the central vortex
bottom reaches the impeller and air bubbles start to be distributed throughout the
system, thus avoiding any sparger and related clogging issues. In the present work,
a vortexing unbaffled stirred tank with solid loadings ranging from 2.5% w/w
(weight of the solid/weight of the liquid) up to the very high 160% w/w was
studied. Different turbine types including Rushton turbine, up- and down-
pumping pitched blade turbines, and A310 were investigated. The minimum
impeller speeds for complete particles’ suspension (Njs) and system aeration (Ncr)
along with the relevant power (Pjs, Pcr) and specific power (per mass unit)
consumptions (εjs, εcr) were assessed, in order to identify the geometrical configuration and operating condition providing the lowest
power consumption. Results showed that the Rushton turbine and a solid concentration B of about 30% may be the most
economically convenient arrangement to achieve system aeration and complete particles’ suspension at the same time inside the
reactor.

1. INTRODUCTION

Soils’ pollution of industrial sites is a crucial problem of the last
decades. Therefore, the attention to novel and effective
remediation technologies is continuously increasing.
In situ bioremediation is generally easier to be carried out

but, in the case of low permeability or particularly
heterogeneous soils, it is not always effective.1 As an
alternative, ex situ bioremediation processes resulted in
efficient removal of pesticides, polycyclic aromatic hydro-
carbons (PAHs), petroleum hydrocarbons, solvents, and so
forth from polluted soils.2−4

Unfortunately, conventional bioremediation processes may
require dramatically high treatment times, especially when
resistant waste products such as PAHs are present.5

Biological reactors operating in a slurry phase might be an
effective technology to decrease recalcitrant pollutants’
concentration in feasible times.6,7 In these bioreactors,
contaminated soil is mixed with water, nutrients, air, and
other additives. The reactor is commonly equipped with
process control systems devoted to creating ideal conditions
for the biodegradation, thus guaranteeing an effective
degradation pace, even when resistant contaminants are
present.8 More importantly, such systems are provided with
stirrers that mechanically agitate the slurry in order to increase
mass transfer coefficients and the related bioremediation rates.9

This is why a number of studies have been recently devoted to
the bioremediation of polluted soils via bioslurry reactor
technology,10−14 although operational costs are still high.15 In
order to make the process more efficient, optimization of the
tank hydrodynamic performance may play an important role
and boost the technology development. Moreover, high solid
particle concentration is requested during reactor loading in
order to maximize the mass of solid per reactor unit
volume16,17 and proper aeration systems should be used in
order to avoid possible sparger hole clogging.18 To this
purpose, vortexing unbaffled stirred tanks may be a more
suitable choice, compared to traditional sparged gas−liquid
stirred vessels. In vortexing unbaffled tanks, at low rotational
speeds (N < Ncr, i.e., subcritical conditions), the free surface
vortex does not reach the impeller and gas−liquid mass
transfer occurs through the vortex free surface,19 leading to
volumetric mass transfer coefficients being adequate for some
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biological processes.20 At larger rotational speeds, the central
vortex reaches the impeller (N = Ncr, i.e. critical conditions) and,
at slightly larger N (N ≥ Ncr, i.e., supercritical conditions), air
begins to be ingested and dispersed inside the reactor in the
form of tiny bubbles, thus promoting gas−liquid mass
transfer.21 In this way, a kLa comparable to those obtained in
sparged stirred tanks22,23 can be reached without the
aforementioned sparger holes clogging issues typical of
traditional bioslurry gas−liquid reactors.24,25 Additionally, at
N = Ncr the homogenization efficiency of unbaffled vessels was
found equal to that of more common baffled stirred tanks.26

In bioslurry reactors, solid particles’ suspension is
fundamental for a successful bioremediation of contaminated
soils27,28 and the well-known just-suspension rotational speed
Njs is largely considered the right compromise choice to
achieve a satisfying solid−liquid interfacial area with reasonable
stirring costs.29−31 Unbaffled stirred reactors have been found
to be particularly effective for particle suspension, requiring
lower power consumptions per unit volume, than standard
baffled tanks.32,33

Many studies have dealt with complete particles’ suspen-
sion34,35 or system aeration,20−22 whereas no attempts have
been devoted yet to investigating the two aspects at the same
time.
In this work, experiments were carried out in a vortexing

unbaffled stirred vessel with solid loadings ranging from 2.5%
w/w (weight of the solid/weight of the liquid) up to the very
high 160% w/w. Different turbine types, including Rushton
turbine (RT), up- and down-pumping pitched blade turbines
(PBTs), and Lightnin A310 were investigated. Njs and Ncr
along with their relevant specific power requirements εjs and εcr
were assessed in order to identify the best impeller geometry
and the “optimal” solid loading guaranteeing at the same time
solid suspension and liquid aeration with minimum specific
power requirements.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
The experimental apparatus was a cylindrical unbaffled stirred
vessel with T = 0.19 m diameter (Figure 1). The vessel was
filled with water up to a height H = T. Two kinds of
monodispersed soil particles (silica) purposely sieved were
employed (dp = 250−300 μm and dp = 600−710 μm and
density ρ ≈ 2400 kg/m3). Monodispersed soils were
prudentially investigated in order to exclude any effect of
particles’ dispersion during the results analysis.
The diameter ranges (i.e., 250−300 and 600−710 μm)

derive from the mesh size of the sieves employed to sieve
them. These two sizes were chosen because they have been
extensively investigated in the literature36−38 to observe
particles’ size effect.39−41 High solid loadings per unit volume
are typically used in bioremediation reactors in order to
maximize the reactor efficiency. For this reason, in this work,
the investigated solid particles’ concentrations ranged from
2.5% w/w (weight of the solid/weight of the liquid) up to the
very high 160% w/w, corresponding to a volumetric
concentration ranging from 1 to 40% v/v (volume of solids/
total reactor volume). Three different turbine geometries were
investigated (Figure 2): RT with D = T/3, PBT with D = T/3,
and Lightnin A310 with D = 0.45T.
Lightnin A310 with D = T/3 was also initially tested but, as

it did not allow complete suspension conditions to be achieved
for B > 5%, it was excluded from the results. Impeller clearance
C was set at one-third of the tank diameter (C = T/3) in all the

investigated cases. Regarding oxygen supply necessary to
microorganisms42 in real systems, no gas distributor was used
and oxygen mass transfer occurred through the free surface
vortex for N < Ncr and through the ingested air bubbles’
surface when the agitation speed is sufficient for air-entrapping
(N > Ncr).

2.1. Njs Measurements. The minimum impeller speed
ensuring the suspension of all particles (Njs) was assessed by
means of the well-known “one second criterion”.43 According to
this criterion, particles are considered fully suspended
(complete suspension) if none of them stays motionless on the
vessel bottom for more than one second. To reduce visual
subjectivity, a video camera placed underneath the vessel
bottom was employed.44 The shutter opening time was set to
one second as prescribed by Zwietering’s criterion. In this way,
motionless particles had neat contours in the images, whereas
all moving particles were blurred. Njs was defined as the first

Figure 1. Sketch of the experimental apparatus.

Figure 2. Turbines investigated: (a) RT; (b) PBT; (c) Lightnin A310
turbine.
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agitation speed at which no particles had neat contours in the
recorded images. Twenty different images per each agitation
speed were recorded and analyzed. It is worth noting that this
method allows the identification of the just suspension speed
in accordance with the “on-bottom” definition: according to
this definition, particles rolling on the vessel bottom are
considered as suspended. On-bottom suspension is considered
sufficient to guarantee an adequate renewal of the liquid phase
surrounding the particles, thus allowing solid−liquid mass
transfer to occur efficiently.
2.2. Ncr Measurements. Ncr is the minimum agitation

speed at which the air vortex reaches the impeller blades and
the gas phase begins to be ingested and dispersed in the liquid
as tiny bubbles, while the system is becoming three-phasic
(complete aeration).
In the gas−liquid−solid system, visual inspection is difficult

because of the presence of particles, which make the system
opaque. In order to assess the rotational speed at which vortex
free surface reaches the impeller plane (Ncr) and gas bubbles
begin to be ingested inside the liquid phase, a simple criterion
named “hearing criterion”45 was employed. It is based on the
distinct noise produced by the rotating turbine when it is
ingesting air: Ncr was identified as the minimum speed at which
this noise was heard. Visual inspection revealed that it
corresponded to the first velocity at which the turbine is not
fully covered by the liquid phase. Different operators repeated
each test three times, and a very good reproducibility was
found: maximum discrepancy was about 5%.
2.3. Power Input Measurements. The power drawn by

each turbine was measured, thanks to a homemade system
composed of a static frictionless turntable placed on a precision
scale. The apparatus consists of a granite support holding the
tank, rotating around its axis, and a system including a
laboratory scale, a wire, and a pulley that allowed measuring
the force necessary to prevent vessel rotation. Details on this
inexpensive homemade apparatus can be found in Scargiali et
al.19

In order to compare the present unbaffled tank with the
more common baffled systems, suitable measurements were
taken in a corresponding tank provided with baffles (whose
width was b = T/10).

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Minimum Impeller Speed for Just Complete

Suspension and Aeration. The minimum rotational speed
necessary to achieve just suspension conditions (Njs) is
reported in Figure 3 as a function of solids’ loading (B %)
for small (Figure 3a) and large particles (Figure 3b),
respectively.
As it can be seen, Njs increases as B % increases in both

figures, but a different dependence can be observed at B %
higher than ∼30% (Njs ∝ B0.13 for B % < 30% and Njs ∝ B0.54

for B > 30%). A possible interpretation of this result may be
that for particle concentrations larger than a certain value,
system rheology changes because of particle interactions and a
higher dependence of Njs on B % is observed. This behavior is
found both for small and large particles. In addition, the Njs
values obtained do not change very much with particles’ size as
already observed in other works.32 For comparison purposes,
the Njs values calculated by means of the Zwietering
correlation for the case of RT with D = T/3 (the configuration
providing the lowest Njs in the baffled systems) are reported in
the same figure. As shown in the figure, for particle

concentrations B % lower than 20%, the just suspended
velocities relevant to the baffled configuration are much larger
than those experimentally obtained in the unbaffled vessel,
whereas a comparison is not possible for B % larger than 20%
as Zwietering’s correlation is not reliable at large solid
loadings.46−48 The lowest Njs values are obtained with the
RT. Notably, for the case of large particles and some turbines
(i.e., PBT and A310) complete suspension conditions were not
achieved, even at very large N. This is not surprising because
when the vortex reaches the turbine blades and the system is
aerated, the fluid-dynamics conditions completely change, and
the turbine suspension capability may dramatically reduce.
Such a behavior was already observed by Nagata49 who tried to
identify the aeration conditions under which suspension is not
possible (for given particles and turbines).
Regarding system aeration, critical rotational speed (Ncr) for

the investigated turbines is shown in Figure 4a,b as a function
of B % for small and large particles, respectively. At solids’
concentrations lower than about 60%, the achievement of
aeration conditions is weakly influenced by solids’ loading,
whereas a steep increase of Ncr is observed when the solids’
concentration becomes larger (i.e., Ncr ≈ const. for B < 60%
and Ncr ∝ B0.95 for B > 60%). This may be the consequence of
a certain effect of solid particles’ concentration increase on the
vortex features: the high solid loadings lead the solid−liquid
two-phase system to behave like a one-phase slurry system,
thus completely modifying the fluid dynamics of the system
including the interaction with the gas-phase.
Clearly, at this stage only hypotheses can be made, as

additional data are needed to fully understand the phenom-
enon: to this purpose, local data provided by computational
fluid dynamics simulations might be a viable solution.

Figure 3. Minimum rotational speed necessary to achieve just
suspension conditions vs solids loading for different impeller
geometries: (a) small particles; (b) large particles. The dashed line
represents Njs in baffled systems calculated via Zwietering’s
correlation.
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Notably, also in the aeration case, the lowest Ncr values are
obtained with the RT.
3.2. Minimum Power Consumption for Just Complete

Suspension and Aeration. Njs and Ncr represent a valuable
piece of information, although corresponding power require-
ments are more suitable to perform a comparison among
different geometrical configurations. Therefore, in Figure 5a,b,
the minimum power requirement needed to just suspend all
particles, Pjs (i.e,. power measured at N = Njs), was reported as
a function of solids’ loading for small and large particles,
respectively. The values experimentally assessed are compared
with those relevant to a baffled tank stirred by an A310 stirrer
that represents the most efficient configuration observed in
baffled tanks.44 In this case (i.e., baffled tanks) the Pjs was
estimated from the power number expression, Np = Pjs/
(ρsuspNjs

3D5), where Np was set to 0.36 from experimental
measurements performed at B % = 0, and Njs was calculated
using Zwietering’s correlation with a geometrical value S
inferred from Wong et al.50 data.
As shown in Figure 5a,b, the Pjs values measured in the

vortexing unbaffled configuration are much lower than the
corresponding ones referring to the best option available for
baffled tanks (i.e., A310 turbine), advising the unbaffled system
as economically convenient. On the other hand, a similar
dependence of Pjs on B % was found for the two
configurations, especially for the lower particle size. The
comparison is limited to B % lower than 20%, as unreliable
predictions may be provided by Zwietering’s correlation at
larger B %.51 Interestingly, it can be observed that the lowest
Pjs values are mostly obtained with the RT.

The lower power requirements of the unbaffled config-
uration with respect to the baffled one may be due to the
diverse particle suspension mechanism leading to different Njs
values. In unbaffled tanks, among the possible suspension
mechanisms, the avoidance of settling52 may be the prominent
one, because of the high centrifugal force and the lack of
obstacles (baffles). This is not the case in baffled tanks, where
velocities on the vessel bottom are allegedly lower and the of f-
bottom lif ting52 is expected to be the controlling suspension
phenomenon. Clearly, the lack of baffles likely leads to the
lower power consumptions in the unbaffled tanks. Besides
particle suspension, the different particle distribution in the
two tanks may also play an important role. At a given Njs, in
baffled tanks, local concentrations are higher in the stirrer
region,53,54 whereas in radially stirred unbaffled tanks, solid
particles’ distribution is preferentially concentrated far from the
stirrer,55−57 thanks to the higher centrifugal forces. Thus, the
different distribution probably adds another effect linked to the
different apparent density seen by the impeller. It is worth
noting that the reduction of Njs in unbaffled vessels should not
be considered as the result of the different Njs definition (of f-
bottom in Zwietering’s correlation and on-bottom in the present
work). This is confirmed by the fact that other authors
observed the same reduction in completely different
conditions. For instance, Tezura et al.36 investigated an
unbaffled vessel stirred by an unsteadily forward-reverse
rotating impeller and compared the measured Njs with

Figure 4. Critical rotational speed necessary to achieve complete
aeration conditions (Ncr) vs solids’ loading for different impeller
geometries: (a) small particles; (b) large particles.

Figure 5. Power consumption necessary to just suspend particles (Pjs)
vs solids’ loading for different impeller geometries: (a) small particles;
(b) large particles.
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Zwietering’s correlation (valid for baffled vessels unidirection-
ally stirred). Notwithstanding, in the two cases the suspension
mechanism is expected to be the same (i.e., of f-bottom lif ting),
the Njs values measured in their unbaffled system were lower
than the ones pertaining to the corresponding baffled system.
Wang et al.37 compared unbaffled and baffled tanks (unidirec-
tionally) stirred and assessed Njs by employing the particle bed
height method58 (instead of the Zwietering one), which does
not discriminate between on-bottom and of f-bottom suspension
and found again lower Njs in the unbaffled system.
Concerning the Pjs vs B % trend, as already observed for Njs,

the relation between Pjs and B % is a power law with two
different exponents, depending on the solids’ loading. At low
solid loadings (B < 20%), Pjs results proportional to B

0.45 for dp
= 250−300 μm, whereas Pjs results proportional to B0.69 for dp
= 600−710 μm. At larger particles’ concentrations (B > 20%),
a slight increase in the value of B % results in a much larger
power consumption increase. Apart from few points (those at
the largest B %), this higher dependence can be roughly
represented by a power law (i.e., Pjs ∝ B∼1.8 both for small and
large particles).
A similar behavior can be observed for the critical power

consumption Pcr necessary to aerate the system. As it can be
seen in Figure 6a,b, for B %<60%, Pcr exhibits a low
dependence on B % (i.e., Pcr ∝ B0.24 for small particles and

Pcr ∝ B0.32 for large particles), whereas for larger particle
concentrations achieving aeration conditions becomes more
power-demanding (Pcr ∝ B1.8 for small particles and Pcr ∝ B1.9

for large particles). Concerning the turbine comparison, the
down pumping PBT was found the most efficient for the
lowest solid concentrations, andthe A310 turbine for the larger
concentrations.
Notably, as a difference from critical rotational speed Ncr, the

critical power consumption Pcr shows some dependence on B
% also at low solid loadings. This is because when particle
concentration is increasing but it is still low (i.e., B in the range
0−30%), the vortex depth reaches the turbine disk at a very
similar N, whereas the concentration of the solution swept by
the turbine is increasing with B %. Thus, the increase of Pcr
with B % within the range 0−30% may be due to apparent
density effects.

3.3. Specific Power Consumption for Just Complete
Suspension and Aeration. In bioslurry reactors, it is
important to minimize the remediation cost for the unit
mass of contaminated soil.16 This is why power consumption
per unit mass of solids, easily assessed as the ratio between
power requirements and particles’ loading, is a parameter of
paramount importance. As two different phenomena (i.e., solid
suspension and system aeration) are investigated in this work,
two different specific power parameters were consequently
defined: the specific power consumption for particle
suspension (εjs) and the specific power consumption for
system aeration (εcr). The analysis of these two quantities is
expected to allow the identification of the geometrical
configurations (viz impeller types) and operating conditions
(viz solids loading), guaranteeing the highest cost savings.
In Figure 7a,b, the dependence of εjs on B % is reported for

small and large particles respectively. In Figure 7a, εjs exhibits a
decreasing−increasing dependence on B %, so resulting in
relative minima whose exact position depends on the impeller
type: this falls between 20 and 30% in most cases. Moreover, it
can be observed that, as far as particle suspension is concerned,
the simple RT along with a solid/liquid concentration ≈ B % =
20% results in the lowest power demand amongst the
configurations here investigated. It is worth noting that
operating the tank under different conditions may result in a
quite dramatic increase of the specific power consumption. Just
as an example, operating at B = 2.5% results in more than
tripling the specific power consumption and significantly
reducing the process economic performance. This latter result
was also reported by Wang et al.33 for the case of a nonaerated
solid−liquid unbaffled system.
Regarding the larger particles here investigated, Figure 7b

shows that the required specific power consumptions are larger
with respect to the smaller particles, as expected. Similarly to
the previous case, the curves show specific minima. More
important, the standard RT is once again the best impeller
type, whereas the optimal particle loading is about 30%. It can
also be observed, however, that a 20% loading would not result
in large changes of suspension efficiency. The range 20−30%
for B % may be regarded as an “optimal solids’ loading for just
suspension” at which the tank should be operated to minimize
operation costs for complete suspension.
Similar considerations apply to the case of the critical

specific power consumption to aerate the system, εcr. As
reported in Figure 8a,b, also the εcr vs B % trend is
nonmonotonic and exhibits minima that roughly occur
between B % = 60 and 80% for small particles, and between

Figure 6. Power consumption necessary to achieve aeration
conditions (Pcr) vs solids’ loading for different impeller geometries:
(a) small particles; (b) large particles.
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20 and 60% for large particles. These values of B %, may be
regarded as the “optimal solids’ loading for complete aeration”,
which should be adopted to minimize operation costs when
system aeration is the mostly desired process condition. In case
only system aeration is required, the down pumping PBT
impeller with a solid/liquid concentration B = 60% will be the
best choice for smaller particles (250 μm < dp < 300 μm);
conversely, for larger particles (600 μm < dp < 710 μm), A310
with a solid/liquid concentration B = 60% would be the most
convenient choice.
3.4. Identification of the Best Operating Condition.

The choice of the best operating condition will depend on the
specific process, taking into account whether it is more
important either particle suspension or gas dispersion. For
instance, different processes (e.g., including different bacteria
and substrates) may not require a particularly large oxygen
demand. In these cases, oxygen mass transfer through the free
surface vortex may be sufficient to sustain the process without
any need of gas dispersion59,60 and, therefore, the above
discussion on εjs should drive the choice of the optimal
operating conditions.
Conversely, in case both aeration and suspension are

needed, the best combination between impeller geometry
and particles’ concentration must be selected by referring to
both processes. In order to evaluate which is the most efficient
impeller geometry to both suspend particles and aerate the

system, it is useful to plot the maximum value between εjs and
εcr, max(εjs;εcr), against the relevant solid concentration B %.
This is done in Figure 9a,b for the four turbine geometries here
tested.
In Figure 9a, for small particles (250−300 μm), the most

efficient combination between impeller geometry and solid/
liquid concentration can be obtained by the RT at a solid/
liquid concentration B % = 30%. It may be worth noting that
also the down pumping PBT and Lightnin A310 at solid/liquid
concentrations B % = 30 and 60%, respectively, lead to similar
optimal conditions. Regarding large particles (600−710 μm),
the most efficient combination is represented by the RT at a
solid/liquid concentration B ≈ 20−30%.
Considerations like those relevant to Figures 7−9 can be

inferred also from Figure 10a,b where εjs is plotted against εcr
for the four turbine geometries analyzed and the various solid
particles’ concentrations. In these figures, each curve refers to
one turbine geometry, whereas each point of the curves is
relevant to one of the solid/liquid concentrations investigated.
For systems where only particle suspension is needed, data

points closer to the vertical axis represent the more efficient
configuration. When system aeration is the most important
phenomenon, data points closer to the horizontal axis
guarantee lower power consumptions. If both complete
suspension and aeration are equally important, the best
combination between impeller geometry and solid/liquid

Figure 7. Specific power consumption necessary to suspend 1 kg of
solids (Pjs/Ms) vs solids’ loading for different impeller geometries: (a)
small particles; (b) large particles. Arrows indicate the most efficient
solids/liquid % to achieve just suspension.

Figure 8. Specific power consumption necessary to aerate 1 kg of
solids (Pcr/Ms) vs solids’ loading for different impeller geometries: (a)
small particles; (b) large particles. Arrows indicate the most efficient
solids/liquid % to aerate the system.
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concentration will be given by the points of the curves nearest
the origin of the axes (both εjs and εcr very low).
In addition, Figure 10 also indicates that, for low particle

concentrations, aerating the system is more power-demanding
than just suspending particles, whereas, at high solid loadings,
complete suspension costs more than system aeration.

4. CONCLUSIONS
In the present work, a vortexing unbaf f led stirred tank was
investigated in view of its use as a bioslurry reactor.
Summarizing, depending on bioreaction rates, two process

categories may be identified:

(a) processes not requiring system complete aeration and
where therefore only particle suspension is important.
For such processes, the present results show that the
optimal combination of impeller type and particles’
concentration is given by the RT with a solid loading of
about 20% for smaller particles (250−300 μm) and 30%
for larger particles (600−710 μm).

(b) processes requiring system complete aeration in addition
to particle suspension. For these processes, the specific
power dissipation adopted must be equal to or larger
than the maximum between εjs and εcr. For these
systems, the collected results indicate that, for smaller
particles (250−300 μm), the RT at a solid/liquid
concentration B % = 30% is the optimal combination

between impeller type and particles concentration.
However, the down-pumping PBT or the Lightnin
A310 at a solid/liquid concentrations B % = 30 and 60%
respectively may be a valid alternative. Regarding large
particles (600−710 μm), the most efficient combination
is given by the RT at a solid/liquid concentration B % =
20−30%.

Overall, the adoption of a standard RT and particles’
concentration of the order of 30% appears to be a sensible
choice for most bioslurry processes, independently of particle
size and oxygen transfer rate requirements.
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■ NOMENCLATURE

B particle concentration as solid-weight/liquid-weight (%)
C vessel clearance [m]
D impeller diameter [m]
dp particle diameter [m]
g acceleration gravity, [m s−2]
H liquid height [m]
kL mass transfer coefficient [m s−1]
kLa volumetric mass transfer coefficient [s−1]
Ms mass of solids [kg]
N rotational speed [s−1]
Ncr critical rotational speed for system aeration [s−1]
Njs rotational speed for particles just suspension [s−1]
Np power number []
P power input [W]
Pcr power consumption at Ncr [W]
Pjs power consumption at Njs [W]
PBT pitched blade turbine
RT Rushton turbine
T tank diameter [m]
εcr specific power consumption for system aeration [W

kg−1]
εjs specific power consumption for particles’ just suspension

[W kg−1]
μ, liquid viscosity [Pa·s]
ρL liquid density [kg m−3]
ρsusp solid−liquid suspension density [kg m−3]
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